White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), Random Noise, power line noise, high and low frequency noise components. Without removing these noise components the speech signal quality will be compromised, implying delivery of unreliable message. In this paper a FIR filter is designed with single cosine term generalised adjustable window with to filter out high frequency noise components from speech signals. The optimal parameters of the filter are sampling frequency of 44100Hz and filter order of 34. A real voice statement, "Education is the Key to the Development of any Nation" from the lead author of this paper is captured with the in-built microphone of a laptop system, recorded in windows media audio (.wma) format and stored in one of the files of the system as speech. The optimal sampling frequency of 44100Hz is applicable of the type of format of the speech signal. With "audioread" instruction the stored speech is loaded into a matlab edit window. A noise component of 4500Hz and above is generated with matlab and added to the speech to imitate real corrupt speech signal. When the corrupt signal is passed through the designed filter the noise component was drastically filtered out.
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Conclusion
It can be concluded that single-cosine term generalised adjustable window is an effective window for designing FIR filters for removal of noise components from speechsignal. The adjustment parameter determines the effectiveness of the filter, and the optimum value is a function of the window length. For the speech signal, the noise type and level in this circumstance, the optimum value of the parameteris 0.5. This value may vary if a different type of signal, noise type or window length is under consideration.
